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1. The number of papers and the maximum marks for each paper/practical shall be shown in the syllabus for the subject concerned. It will be necessary for a candidate to pass in the theory part as well as in practical part (wherever prescribed) of a subject/paper separately.

2. A candidate for a pass at each of the Previous and the Final Examinations shall be required to obtain (i) at least 36% marks in the aggregate of all the papers prescribed for the examination and (ii) at least 36% marks in practical(s) wherever prescribed at the examination, provided that if a candidate fails to secure at least 25% marks in each individual paper at the examination and also in the dissertation/Survey report / Field work, wherever prescribed, he shall be deemed to have failed at the examination notwithstanding his having obtained the minimum percentage of marks required in the aggregate for that examination. No division will be awarded at the Previous and the Final Examination. Division shall be awarded at the end of the Final Examination on the combined marks obtained at the previous and the Final Examination taken together, as noted below:

First Division 60% of the aggregate marks taken together of Second Division 48% the Previous and the Final Examinations All the rest will be declared to have passed the examination.

4. If a candidate clears any Paper(s) Practical(s) / Dissertation prescribed at the previous and/or Final Examination after a continuous period of three years, then for the purpose of working out his division the minimum pass marks only viz. 25% (36% in the case of practical) shall be taken into account in respect of such Paper(s)/Practical(s) Dissertation are cleared after the expiry of the aforesaid period of three years; provided that in case where candidate required more than 25% marks in order to reach the minimum aggregate as many mark out of those actually secured by him will be taken into account as would enable him to make up the deficiency in the requisite minimum aggregate.
4. The Thesis/Dissertation/ Survey Report/ Field Work shall be typewritten and submitted in triplicate so as to reach the office of the Registrar at least 3 weeks before the commencement of the theory examinations. Only such candidates shall be permitted to offer Dissertation/ Field Work/ Survey Report/ Thesis (if provided in the scheme of examination) in lieu of a paper as have secured at least 55% marks in the aggregate of all the papers prescribed for the previous examination in the case of annual scheme irrespective of the number of papers in which a candidate actually appeared at the examination.

N.B. Non-collegiate candidate are not eligible to offer dissertation as per provisions of O.170-A.
Syllabus M.A. Sociology

M.A. SOCIOLOGY
There shall be nine papers. Each paper will carry 100 marks and will be of 3 hours duration. Four Papers i.e. Papers I, II, III and IV shall be offered in previous and Papers V, VI, VII, VIII and IX shall be offered in Final.

M.A. Previous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper I</td>
<td>Theoretical Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper II</td>
<td>Logic and Methods of Sociological Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper III</td>
<td>Indian Social Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper IV</td>
<td>Either (i) Rural Sociology OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Urban Sociology OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Social Anthropology OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) Social Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M.A. Final

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper V</td>
<td>Contemporary Sociological Theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper VI</td>
<td>Social thinkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper VII</td>
<td>Studies on Indian Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper VIII</td>
<td>Any one of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Dissertation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Criminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Industrial Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Population Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e) Political Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(f) Sociology of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(g) Sociology of Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(h) Sociology of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) Sociology of Formal Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(j) Medical Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(k) Sociology of Art and Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l) Sociology of Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(m) Advanced Sociological Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n) Women in India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paper IX- A Theory Paper

A candidate will be required to offer one more Paper from amongst paper VIII in addition to the paper offered by him under Paper VIII.
M.A. PREVIOUS

Paper—I Theoretical Sociology

3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three
questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer
five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A
Man, Society and Culture. Sociological Perspective, Social Action,
Social System, Social Structure, Status and Role.

Section—B
Anomie, Deviance and Alienation, Reference Group Socialisation
and Social Control-Mechanism and Theories.

Section—C
Inequality and Stratification—Concept and Theories, Concept of
Social Change-Theories.

Books Recommended:
1. Kingsly, Davis: Human Society
2. Bottome, T.B.: 
3. Johnso, H. : Sociology—A Systematic Introduction. (Hindi and
   English.)
5. Gurvitch and Moore: Twentieth Century Sociology
6. Inkeles, Felix: What is Sociology? An Introduction to the Discipline
   and Profession.
8. P.S. Colin: Modern Social Theory
12. Faris: End Book of Modern Sociology
15. Andre Beille: Social Inequality
17. Peter Wacele: Sociological Perspective.
20. Coser and Rosenberg: Sociological Theory
Paper—II : Logic and Methods of Sociological Research
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Unit—I
Nature of Social Research. Selection and formulation of a Research Project.
Research Designs : Exploratory, Descriptive and Experimental.
Hypothesis : Qualities of a testable-hypothesis, construction of hypothesis, types, sources.

Unit—II
Sources of data collection : Primary and Secondary.
Methods and techniques : Survey, case study, P.R.A. (Participatory Rural Appraisal), observation, questionnaire & Schedule, Interview. Probability and Sampling.

Unit—III
Data Analysis.
Measures of Central tendency :
Mean, Median, Mode.
Dispersion : Standard Deviation : Coefficient of Variation.

The students are permitted in make use of simple calculator (not the scientific or statistical calculators).
The students will be given exercises on designing research, tool making and data analysis. One period per week will be provided for this purpose.

On the basis of these exercises a field work report will be prepared by the candidates under the general guidance of the Head of the Department. The report shall be submitted in duplicate to the Head of the Deptt. at least six weeks before the commencement shall examine the field work reports in consultation with the teacher incharge and forward the same along with one copy of the report to the University atleasat four weeks proceeding the examination.

Marking will be done as under.
Out of the 25 marks, 10 marks will be assigned for class exercises and 15 marks for the field work report.

N. B. : Private candidates will not be permitted to offer Practical work, for them, this paper will carry 100 marks.

Books Recommended :
1. Good and Hatt, Methods in Social Research.
2. Young : Scientific Social Surveys and Research.
5. Singleton and Strait: Approaches to Social Research.
7. Trivedi and Shukla: Research Methods (Hindi)

3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Synthesis of Culture, Tradition, Sanskritization, Westernization, Modernization.

Section—B

Indian Social System:
(a) Hindu Social System: Varnashram, Caste, Marriage, Family, Status of Women.
(b) Muslim Social System: Marriage, Family, Status of Women.

Section—C

Economic development and Modernization, Caste and Politics.
Nature and Direction of Social Change in India.

Books Recommended:
1. M.N. Srinivas: Social Change in Modern India.
3. Alien Ross: Hindu Family in its; Urban Setting.
5. I. Ahmed: Marriage and Family among Muslims.
7. Y. Singh: Modernization of Indian Tradition.
8. K.M. Kapadia: Marriage and Family in India.
9. G.S. Ghurye: Caste, Class and Occupation in India.
14. C.T. Khan: Inter Caste and Inter Community Marriage in India.
15. Deepankar Gupta (Ed.): Caste

Paper—IV Either—(i) Rural Sociology
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three
questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer
five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Rural Social System
Basic Concepts: Peasant Society, Little Community.

Section—B

Rural System in India.
Process: Parochialisation, Universalisation, Sanskritization, Little
and Great Tradition.
Agrarian Relation: Tradition and Contemporary.

Section—C

Rural Power Structure: Leadership its changing patterns.
Inequality, Poverty and Exploitation.
Rural development and programmes.

Books Recommended:
1. McKim Marriott: Village India
5. Park and Tinker: Leadership and Political Institution in India.
6. A.R. Desai: Rural, Sociology in India.
7. A.R. Desai: Rural India in Transition.
8. George Rosen: Democracy and Economic Change in India.
Mukherjee

OR Paper IV (ii) Urban Sociology
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three
questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Scope of Urban Sociology
Basic Concepts in Urban Sociology
Growth of Cities; Location, Size, Ecological Processes.
Typologies of cities—pre-Industrial City.

Section—B

Urban Demography—Structure Dynamics and Migrational patterns.
Social Stratification in cities.

Section—C

Problems of Urban Life. City Planning.

Books Recommended:
1. Hatt and Riess : Cities and Society.
5. Sjoberg : The Pre-Industrial City.
8. D' souza : Social Structure of a Planned City.

OR Paper IV (iii) Social Anthropology

3 hours duration

Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Social Anthropology : Methods and Models of Study.
(a) Structural Functional
(b) Evolutionary
(c) Cooperative
(d) Status Role

Section—B

Primitive Social System—Exchange, Alliance, Descent, Inheritance.
Succession.
Tribal Situation in India.

Section—C

Primitive Political System
Primitive Economic System
Primitive Religious System
Books Recommended:

2. Lusy Mair : An introduction to Social Anthropology.
7. Gluckman, Max : Conflict and Politics in Africa.

OR Paper IV—(iv) Social Psychology

3 hours duration
Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A
Contemporary Social Psychology as a branch of Social Science.

Section—B
Social and Cultural Determinants of Personality, Basic Personality.
Structure, Marginal Man, National Character—Its Critical Review.

Section—C
Theories of Learning.

Books Recommended:

   (Volumes I, II, III)

M.A. FINAL

Paper V—Contemporary Sociological Theories
3 hours duration  Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A


Section—B


Section—C


Books Recommended:

1. Horold Garfinkel  :  Contribution of Ethnomethodology and Harvey Sack (ed.)
4. Peter M. Blau    :  Exchange and Power in Social Life
6. Hans Peter, Dritzel  :  Recent Sociology (No.2)
7. Hegdorn         :  An Introduction to Sociological Orientation
Paper VI—Social Thinkers

3 hours duration \hspace*{1cm} \textbf{Max. Marks 100}

\textit{Note}: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

\textbf{Section—A}

Karl Marx, D.P. Mukherjee

\textbf{Section—B}

Max Weber, R.K. Mukerjee

\textbf{Section—C}

E. Durkheim, G.S. Ghurye

\textit{Books Recommended}:

- Important original writings of the above authors:
  1. Robert A. Nisbet : Emile Durkheim.
  14. D.P. Mukerjee : Diversities

Paper VII—Studies on Indian Society

3 hours duration \hspace*{1cm} \textbf{Max. Marks 100}

\textit{Note}: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

\textbf{Section—A}

Development of Sociology in India: Pre-Sociological References; Pre-independence and Post-independence Development.
Section—B
Approaches to study of Indian Society: Historical, Structural, Functional Marxist.

Section—C
Major Areas of Study: Agrarian Relations, Social Movements, Weaker Sections.

Books Recommended:
1. A.R. Desai: Peasant Struggles in India.
3. R. K. Mukherji: Sociology of Indian Sociology
4. T.K. Domen: 
5. MSA Rao: Social Movements in India
6. Ghanshyam Shah: Social Movements
7. T.N. Madan: Pathway Approach to the study of Society in India.
8. D.N. Dhanagre: 
10. : Weaker Sections in India.

Paper VIII—Any one of the following:
Paper VIII—(a) Dissertation
Paper VIII—(b) Criminology
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100
Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Section—B
Criminal System Typology—Professional, Female, White Collar, And Organised, Juvenile Delinquency: Etiology and Control.

Section—C

Books Recommended:

Paper VIII—(c) Industrial Sociology
3 hours duration

Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting atleast one question from each section.

Section—A
Nature and Scope of Industrial Sociology.
Socio cultural factors and Industrial growth in developing Societies.

Section—B
Work and Leisure; Innovations and Adjustment, Incentive and Productivity.
Models of Industrial Development, Sociological and Ideological Conceptions.

Section—C
Trade Unions and Worker’s Participation in Management.
Problems of Industrial Society.

Books Recommended:
3. Moore: Industrial Relations and Social Order.
5. Punekar: Industrial Peace in India.
7. Scheneider: Sociology of Industrial Relations.
8. Myers: Industrial Relations in India.
10. Miller and Forri: Industrial Sociology.
13. Lambert: Workers, Factories and Social Change in India.
15. Lewis Mumford: Techniques and Civilization.
18. Krober (Ed.): Anthropology Today (Selected Portions).
Paper VIII—(d) Population Studies
3 hours duration

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Section—B
Population Processes—fertility, mortality and migration their determinants and social consequences.

Section—C
Population Policies.
Family Planning in India.

Books Recommended:
4. S. Thomson: Population Problems
5. Roy Turner: India’s Urban Problems.

Paper VIII—(e) Political Sociology
3 hours duration

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A
Nature and Scope of Political Sociology.
Basic concepts in Political Sociology.
Political System, Political Development, Political Power.

Section—B
Political Elites: Role and Recruitment.
Political Socialization: Process and Agencies.

Section—C
Politics and Society in India: Political Parties, Bureaucracy, Pressure groups, Political Fractions, Caste and Politics, Voting Behaviour.
Books Recommended:

1. Eutan H. and Others: Political Behaviour (Relevant Chapters).
2. Weber, Max: Essays of Sociology.
5. Lipsers S.N.: Political Man.
15. Eisentadct, S.N.: Political Sociology.

Paper VIII—(f) Sociology of Education

3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Education and Society (a) Education in Relation to Socialisation 
(b) Sociocultural factors in the development of Education.

Students: Social Background, aspirations, attitudes.

Section—B

Students: Politics and Society.
Students Unrest.

Section—C

Profession of Teaching and the Role of Teacher.
Intellectual Elite in India.

Books Recommended:

2. F.A. Mathias : Education and Social Concern.


Paper VIII—(g) Sociology of Economic Development
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A
Sociological aspects of Economic Development
The Economy and other social systems.

Section—B
Sociology of Entrepreneurship and Economic Innovations.
Cultural factors and Economic Development, Religious values and Customs.

Section—C
Ideologies of Economic Development, Capitalistic, Socialistic and Mixed.
Planning and Economic Development in India.

Books Recommended:
1. Parsons and Smelser : Economy and Society.
2. Bert Hoszelitz : Sociological Aspects of Economic Growth
4. Smeller N. : Readings of Economic Sociology
10. R.N. Bellah : Religion and Progress in Modern India.
13. Five Year Plans
Paper VIII—(h) Sociology Of Law
3 hours duration

Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Sociology of Law, Historical Perspective Concept and Theory. Social Structure, Culture and Legal System in India.

Section—B

Form of Law, Law in Urban; Rural and Tribal India.
Law, Social Planning and Social Change.

Section—C

Problems of Legal System in India (A Sociological Analysis)

Books Recommended:
2. Aubert (ed.): Sociology of Law
3. Constitution of India: Government of India
4. Social Legislation: Government of India
5. James’ Anderson: Changing Law in Developing Countries.

3 hours duration

Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Formal Organisation: Meaning and Theories-Classical and modern. Bureaucracy and Bureaucrats in India: Social background, Personality, status, value orientation, function and dysfunctions.

Section—B

Bureaucracy and Political Elites in India.

Section—C

Bureaucracy and Social Change in India.
Books Recommended:

1. Ametai Etziani : Modern Organizations.

Paper VIII—(j) Medical Sociology

3 hours duration Max Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Nature and Scope of Medical Sociology, Concepts of Health, Illness and Disease, Development of Medical Sociology in India, Health and Role of Sociologists in Developing Societies.

Section—B


Section—C

Medical Profession and Professionals, Role of Doctors, Nurses and other functionaries, Patients and family in sickness. Population and Health.

Population explosion and measure for control in India.

Books Recommended:

1. Freeman, Levine : Handbook of Medical Sociology and Reader
   and A. B. Hollinghead
5. Marrice King : Medical Care in Developing Countries (Ed.)
6. Annual Report of the Ministry of Medical and Health (Latest Report)
7. T.K. Domen : Doctors and Nurses.
Paper VIII—(k) Sociology of Art and Literature
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A
Sociology of Art and Literature—Concept and Theory.

Section—B
Relation of Society to Art and Literature.

Section—C
Mass Communication, Art and Literature. Changing Value-System as Revealed in Art and Literature in India.

Books Recommended:
1. Lewis A. Coser: Sociology Through Literature.
2. Schukeng: Sociology of Literature.
5. D.P. Mukherjee: Diversities.

Paper VIII—(l) Sociology of Religion
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A
Sociology of Religion: Concept and Approaches of Study.

Section—B

Section—C
Religious Organisations and Religious leadership
Religion and Society in India

Asstt. Registrar (Acad.):
University of Rajasthan
Books Recommended:

Paper VIII—(m) Advanced Sociological Statistics
3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

Descriptive Statistics
(a) Statistics in Sociology—Meaning, Functions and Abuses of Statistics; the peace of Statistics in Research Process.
(b) Frequency Distributions and their Characteristics, Measurement.
(c) Measures of Central Tendency and Variation : Selecting the most appropriate measure of central tendency and variation.

Section—B

Association Measures:
(a) Meaning and Characteristics of Association : Bivariate/conditional Distributions.
(b) Measures of Association for Nominal Ordinal and Interval variables Philambda. Contingency Co-efficient, Cramer’s V. Spearman’s, Pearson’s and Gamma.
(c) Selecting Most appropriate measure of Association; Cautions about the Interpretation of Association Measures.

Section—C

Inferential Statistics:
(a) Concept of Parametric and Non-Parametric Statistics; Parameter Estimation.
(b) Hypothesis Testing : The Logic of Significance Test; Steps in Testing a Hypothesis.
(c) Testing Hypothesis about Proportions and Categorical Data (Chi-square).
Books Recommended:


Paper VIII—(a) Women in India

3 hours duration Max. Marks 100

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section.

Section—A

1. Status of Women in Ancient India and Present India.
2. Concept of Empowerment of Women.

Section—B

5. Problems of Unmarried women, Divorces and Windows.
7. Violence against women.

Section—C

10. Women and Voluntary Organisations.

Books Recommended:

1. Neera Desai: Women in Modern India
2. Gangrade: Social Legislations (Two Volumes)
4. Rehane Ghadially: Indian Women. (Ed.)
7. Suchitra Anant: Women at work in India.
Paper IX—Theory Paper

3 hours duration

Note: The question paper shall contain nine questions in all i.e. three questions from each section. Candidates shall be required to answer five questions in all selecting at least one question from each section. A candidate will be required to choose one more Paper from amongst Paper VIII in addition to the Paper offered by him under Paper VIII.

N.B. Separate provision be made for Practical periods.
RULES FOR THE AWARD OF GRACE MARKS

A. UNDER GRADUATE/POST GRADUATE (MAIN/SUPPLEMENTARY) EXAMINATIONS UNDER THE FACULTIES OF ARTS, FINE ARTS, SCIENCE, COMMERCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, EDUCATION, MANAGEMENT, HOMOEOPATHY, LAW, AYURVEDA AND ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY.

Grace marks to the extent of 1% of the aggregate marks prescribed for an examination will be awarded to a candidate failing in not more than 25% of the total number of theory papers, practicals, sessionals, dissertation, viva-voce and the aggregate, as the case may be, in which minimum pass marks have been prescribed; provided the candidate passes the examination by the award of such Grace Marks. For the purpose of determining the number of 25% of the papers, only such theory papers, practicals, dissertation, viva-voce etc. would be considered, of which, the examination is conducted by the University.

N. B. : If 1% of the aggregate marks or 25% of the papers works out in fraction, the same will be raised to the next whole number. For example, if the aggregate marks prescribed for the examination are 450, grace marks to the extent of 5 will be awarded to the candidate, similarly, if 25% of the total papers is 3.2, the same will be raised to 4 papers in which grace marks can be given.

[Signature]
B. DIPLOMA IN PHARMACY, BACHELOR OF PHARMACY, B.Sc. (NURSING) AND B.D.S. EXAMINATIONS

1. A Student who obtains the required minimum pass marks in the total aggregate but fails to obtain the minimum pass marks in (i) two subjects, (ii) in one subject and in one practical or (iii) in two practicals, as the case may be, will be given grace marks according to the following scale, provided the candidate passes the examination by the award of such grace marks.

For 1 to 6 marks above the min. aggregate : 2 grace marks

For 7 to 12 marks above the min. aggregate : 3 grace marks

For 14 to 18 marks above the min. aggregate : 4 grace marks

For 19 and above the min. aggregate : 5 grace marks

(i) The theoretical and practical tests (wherever held) in a subject will count as 2 subjects.

(ii) In case it is necessary to secure minimum pass marks in one part of a subject the above rule will be applicable as follows.

"If a candidate fails in the compulsory part of the subject as well as in the whole subject, he will be deemed to have passed in the subject if the greater of the two deficiencies or where the two deficiencies are equal, one of them is covered by the grace marks to which he is entitled under the rules.

[Signature]

Asst. Registrar (Acad.)
University of Rajasthan
2. No grace marks would be awarded to a candidate who appears in part/supplementary examination.

C. M.B.B.S AND B.A.S.L.P. (BACHELOR OF AUDIOLOGY, SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY) EXAMINATIONS

1. The grace marks upto a maximum of 5 marks will be awarded to a student who has failed only in one subject (Theory and/or practical) but has passed in all other subject.

2. No grace marks would be awarded to a candidate who appears in part/supplementary examination.

General

1. A candidate who passes in a paper/practical or the aggregate by the award of grace marks will be deemed to have obtained the necessary minimum for a pass in that paper/practical or in the aggregate and shown in the marks sheet to have passed by grace. Grace marks will not be added to the marks obtained by a candidate from the examiners nor will the marks obtained by the candidate be subject to any deduction due to award of grace marks in any other paper/practical or aggregate.

2. If a candidate passes the examination but misses First or Second Division by one mark, his aggregate will be raised by one marks so as to entitle him for the first or second division, as the case may be. This one mark will be added to the paper in which he gets the least marks and also in the aggregate by showing +1 in the tabulation register below the marks actually obtained by the candidate. The marks
entered in the marks-sheet will be inclusive of one grace mark and it will not be shown separately.

3. Non appearance of a candidate in any paper will make him ineligible for grace marks. The place of a passed candidate in the examination list will, however, be determined by the aggregate marks he secures from the examiners, and he will not, by the award of grace marks, become entitled to a higher division.

4. Distinction won in any subject at the examination is not to be forfeited on the score that a candidate has secured grace marks to pass the examination.

Note: The grace marks will be awarded only if the candidate appears in all the registered papers prescribed for the examination.